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Bidding is closed for this item.

During what is now known as "the great urinary tract infection of '99", one of my cats, 
"Cosmo" made his mark on many items in our basement. 

Of those, I present this lot of 17 Atari 2600 games. Whether Cosmo was specifically 
stating his disapproval for these particular games or if they were just a random spray-shot 
is still unknown. 

Though the full effects of his "signature" weren't initially evident, I believe that the 
crusting that you can see in the close-ups is the end result of a situation that nearly found 
Cosmo in a shallow grave, as he was nearly strangled by owner (me). Fortunately for 
Cosmo he is very quick, if not terribly considerate. 

Cosmo is alive and well (see recent picture), and no longer jizzing on my collectibles, 
but the outcome of this historical event can now be yours! 
On Dec-18-00 at 00:30:17 PST, seller added the following information: 

I accept PayPal, the #1 payment service in online auctions! 

17 Atari 2600 Games that My Cat Jizzed On
Item #1202625273

Photo & Electronics:Electronic Games:Atari:Games

  (to seller)
  (to bidder) 

If you are the 
seller or the 
high bidder - 
now what?

  

Currently $15.47 First bid $0.01
Quantity 1 # of bids 13 bid history
Time left Auction has ended. Location Scenic Pompton Lakes, NJ

Country/RegionUSA/New York
Started Dec-17-00 07:43:16 PST  mail this auction to a friend
Ends Dec-27-00 07:43:16 PST  request a gift alert

Seller (Rating) digitalpress (457)   
view comments in seller's Feedback Profile | view seller's other auctions | 
ask seller a question

High bid gjohnlue (6)
Payment Money Order/Cashiers Checks, Personal Checks, Other
Shipping Buyer pays actual shipping charges, Will ship to United States only
Relist item Seller: Didn't sell your item the first time? eBay will refund your relisting fee if it sells the 

second time around. Relist this item.

Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item. You should contact the seller to resolve any 
questions before bidding. Auction currency is U.S. dollars ($) unless otherwise noted.
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Free Honesty Counters, Listing Tools, and Message Boards from Andale.

Free Honesty Counters, Listing Tools, and Message Boards from Andale.

Bidding is closed for this item.

If you're the seller or the high bidder - now what? 

1. Contact each other. The seller (digitalpress) and the high bidder (gjohnlue) should 
contact each other within three business days to discuss payment and shipping details. 

2. Leave feedback for the other party once the the seller has received the payment and the 
winning bidder has received the item.
Leave feedback to seller - Leave feedback to bidder.

Details for the seller and high bidder(s):
The seller should contact the winning bidder(s) with information on the total cost, including 
shipping, and where to send payment. The winning bidder(s) must pay the seller directly for 
the item(s), and it is the seller's responsibility to fulfill the order when payment terms are met. 
The binding contract of the auction is between the winning bidder and the seller. 

Click on a picture below to enlarge
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